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Abstract—Graph cuts are widely used in computer vision. To
speed up the optimization process and improve the scalability for
large graphs, Strandmark and Kahl [1], [2] introduced a splitting
method to split a graph into multiple subgraphs for parallel
computation in both shared and distributed memory models.
However, this parallel algorithm (the parallel BK-algorithm) does
not have a polynomial bound on the number of iterations and is
found to be non-convergent in some cases [3] due to the possible
multiple optimal solutions of its sub-problems.
To remedy this non-convergence problem, in this work, we first
introduce a merging method capable of merging any number of
those adjacent sub-graphs that can hardly reach agreement on
their overlapping regions in the parallel BK-algorithm. Based on
the pseudo-boolean representations of graph cuts, our merging
method is shown to be effectively reuse all the computed flows
in these sub-graphs. Through both splitting and merging, we
further propose a dynamic parallel and distributed graph cuts
algorithm with guaranteed convergence to the globally optimal
solutions within a predefined number of iterations. In essence, this
work provides a general framework to allow more sophisticated
splitting and merging strategies to be employed to further boost
performance. Our dynamic parallel algorithm is validated with
extensive experimental results.
Index Terms—graph cuts, parallel computation, convergence,
Markov random field
I. INTRODUCTION
Graph cuts optimization plays an important role in solving
the following energy minimization problem, which is usually
derived from a Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimation of
a Markov Random Field (MRF) [4]:
E(X) =
∑
c∈C
ψc(xc), (1)
where ψc(·) is the potential function, xc is the set of variables
defined on clique c, and C is the set of all the cliques. The
most recent computer vision problems often require the energy
models to contain a massive number of variables, have large
label spaces and/or include higher-order interactions, which
invariably enlarge the scale of the graph and increase the
number of calls of graph cuts algorithm for solving the energy
functions in the form (??). Consequently, determining how to
increase the scalability and speed up the optimization process
of graph cuts becomes an urgent task. However, processor
makers favor multi-core chip designs to manage CPU power
dissipation. Therefore, fully exploiting the modern multi-
core/multi-processor computer architecture to further boost the
efficiency and scalability of graph cuts has attracted much
attention recently.
A. Related work
Thanks to the duality relationship between maxflow and
minimal s−t cut, the maxflow algorithms, usually categorized
as augmenting-path-based [5], [6], [7], [8] and push-relabel-
based [9], [10], [11], [12], have been a focus for parallelizing
in the literature.
Push-relabel-based methods [9], [10], [11], [12] are rela-
tively easy to parallelize due to their memory locality feature.
Therefore, a number of parallelized maxflow algorithms have
been developed [13], [14], [15], [16]. These algorithms gener-
ally exhibit superior performance on huge 3D grids with high
connectivity. Nevertheless, they are usually unable to achieve
the same efficiency on 2D grids or moderately sized sparse 3D
grids, which is common in many computer vision problems,
as the state-of-the-art serial augmenting path method [6], [8]
could do on a commodity multi-core platform. The GPU
implementation [17] often fails to produce the correct results
unless the amount of regularization is low [1]. The data
transfer between the main memory and the graphics card is
also a bottleneck for the GPU-based implementation.
Perhaps the most widely used graph cuts solver in the com-
puter vision community is the algorithm proposed by Boykov
and Kolmogorov [6] (called the BK-algorithm). This is a serial
augmenting path maxflow algorithm that effectively reuses
the two search trees originated from s and t, respectively.
To parallelize the BK-algorithm for further efficiency, the
graph is usually split into multiple parts, either disjoint or
overlapping. Liu and Sun [18] uniformly partitioned the graph
into a number of disjoint subgraphs, concurrently ran the BK-
algorithm in each subgraph to obtain short-range search trees
within each subgraph, and then adaptively merged adjacent
subgraphs to enlarge the search range until only one subgraph
remained and all augmenting paths were found. For some 2D
image segmentation cases, this algorithm can achieve a near-
linear speedup with up to 4 computational threads. However,
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2this method requires a shared-memory model, which makes it
difficult to use on distributed platforms. To make the algorithm
applicable to both shared and distributed models, Strandmark
and Kahl [1], [2] proposed a new parallel and distributed BK-
algorithm (called the parallel BK-algorithm), which splits the
graph into overlapped subgraphs based on dual decomposi-
tion [19], [20]. The BK-algorithm is then run in a parallel and
iterative fashion. Unfortunately, due to the possible multiple
optimal solutions of the BK-algorithm, which is an inherent
characteristic of all graph cuts methods, the parallel BK-
algorithm may fail to converge in some cases [3].
By combining push-relabel and path augmentation methods,
Shekhovtsov and Hlavac [3] proposed an algorithm to further
reduce the number of message exchanges in the region push-
relabel algorithm [16]. Bhusnurmath and Taylor [21] reformu-
lated graph cuts as an `1 minimization problem and provided
a highly parallelized implementation. However, even its GPU-
based implementation is not significantly faster than the BK-
algorithm for any type of graph.
II. CONVERGENCE PROBLEM IN THE PARALLEL
BK-ALGORITHM
Because our work intends to remedy the non-convergence
problem of the parallel BK-algorithm [1], [2], a brief review
of it is first provided, followed by a convergence analysis of
the parallel BK-algorithm.
A. A brief review of the parallel BK-algorithm
By formulating the graph cuts problem defined on graph
G(V,C), with vertex set V = {s, t} ∪ V and the capacity set
C, as a linear program EV (x), Strandmark and Kahl [1], [2]
introduced a splitting method to split graph G(V,C) into a set
of overlapping subgraphs. Without loss of generality, only the
two-subgraph case is discussed here, denoted as G1(V1, C1)
and G2(V2, C2), where V1 = {s, t}∪V1, V2 = {s, t}∪V2 and
V1∩V2 6= ∅. If the separable condition holds, stated as ∀cij >
0,∃Vk =⇒ i ∈ Vk∧j ∈ Vk, finding the s−t cut with minimal
cost in graph G(V,C) can be reformulated as maximizing
a concave non-differential dual function g(λ), and it can be
solved in the following iterative way: 1) calculate the optimal
solutions ∗xV1 and
∗
xV2 from the two sub-problems EV1(x
1|λ)
and EV2(x
2| − λ) defined on G1(V1, C1) and G2(V2, C2),
respectively, which are in the same form as the linear program
representation of graph cuts such that the BK-algorithm can
be applied on these two subgraphs simultaneously to obtain
an ascent direction; 2) update the dual variables λ along this
ascent direction to modify EV1(x
1|λ) and EV2(x2| − λ) to
initiate the next iteration. The part of Fig. 3 before “Merge
Subgraphs” illustrates this process, where the linear program
representation E for each graph (subgraph) is depicted above
its corresponding box.
The above process is repeated until the following stopping
rule is satisfied: î ∗
x
(k)
V1 −
∗
x
(k)
V2
ó
V1∩V2
= 0, (2)
where [ · ]V1∩V2 is the projection on V1 ∩ V2. Once the above
condition holds, the supergradient of g(λ) equals 0, which
means the maximum value is reached.
(a) One thread, 0.060 s (b) Two threads, 0.047 s
(c) Three threads, 0.138 s (d) Four threads,∞
Fig. 1: Solving an identical graph cuts problem using the parallel
BK-algorithm with different numbers of threads.
B. Convergence problem
In theory, the parallel BK-algorithm is intended to maximize
a concave non-differential function g(λ) whose global optimal
solution can be found by the supergradient ascent method.
However, this algorithm may have problems converging to the
optimal solution for the following two reasons: 1) Its sub-
problems, EV1(x
1|λ) and EV2(x2| − λ), may have multiple
optimal solutions. Fig. 3 of Strandmark and Kahl’s original
paper [1] gives such an example. 2) The heuristic step size
rule used by the parallel BK-algorithm, has a much faster
convergence rate in practice, but it has no theoretical guarantee
of convergence.
Fig. 1 shows an example of failure of the parallel BK-
algorithm. Note that unless otherwise stated, all the exper-
iments in this paper are conducted on a Sun Grid Engine
cluster, with each compute node having 2×Intel R© Xeon R© E5-
2670 v2 @ 2.5GHz (up to 20 Cores and 40 Threads) and
128GB memory. The graph associated with the image of Fig.
1 is constructed as follows: The edge costs are determined by
the image gradient and the pixels in the leftmost and rightmost
columns are connected to the source and the sink respectively.
The red curves in Fig. 1 depict the final “cut”, and the dotted
blue lines are the boundaries of the neighboring parts. Fig.
1(a) is the result of the serial BK-algorithm. Its final “cut”
serves as the ground-truth and its running time serves as the
baseline in this example. Vertical splitting would lead to the
“worst-case scenario”, since all the possible s − t paths are
severed and all flows have to be communicated between the
threads. Part of this example comes from Fig. 8 of Strandmark
and Kahl’s original paper [1], where it is used to demonstrate
the robustness of the parallel BK-algorithm to a poor splitting
choice. They showed that if the graph is vertically split into
only two parts, the parallel BK-algorithm could still obtain the
same “cut”, but could do so approximately 22% faster than
the serial BK-algorithm, as shown in Fig. 1(b). However, we
find that if the number of split parts is further increased, the
3TABLE I: Number of images that failed to converge in the parallel
BK-algorithm, where PRB represents the segmentation problems and
TRDS represents the number of computational threads
PRB
TRDS 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
seg1 0 16 500 500 500 500 500
seg2 0 5 14 30 67 92 138
performance of the parallel BK-algorithm begins to degrade.
With three threads, as shown in Fig. 1(c), the parallel BK-
algorithm takes more than twice the computational time of
the serial BK-algorithm to obtain the same “cut”. If the graph
is vertically split into four parts, as shown in Fig. 1(d), the
parallel BK-algorithm is unable to converge.
To further assess the impact of the methods of splitting
and the number of computational threads on the convergence
of the parallel BK-algorithm, the following two fore-/back-
ground segmentation problems are carried out on the enlarged
Berkeley segmentation dataset [22], which consists of 500
images. The graph construction for the first segmentation
problem, denoted as seg1, is the same as the above experiment.
The graph construction for the second segmentation problem,
denoted as seg2, is a lightly different from seg1. In seg2, each
pixel is connected to both the source and the sink, and the
edge capacity depends on the value of the pixel. Therefore,
vertically splitting is a reasonable splitting choice. We tried
2 to 8 computational threads of the parallel BK-algorithm to
solve these two segmentation problems on all 500 images.
The number of images that failed to converge in each case
are presented in Table I. The maximum allowed number of
iterations is set to 1000, which is the same as that used in its
original implementation.
It can be seen from Table I that improper splitting and the
thread number both have a great impact on the convergence
of the parallel BK-algorithm, where all the images failed to
converge in seg1 once the thread number exceeded 3. Even if
the graph is split properly, the failure of convergence seems
to be unavoidable with a moderate number of computation
threads. In seg2, where the vertical splitting was reasonable,
for approximately 3% of the images, the method failed to
converge with 4 computational threads, and the failure rate
increased to nearly 30% with 8 computational threads. The
lack of convergence guarantee is a great deficiency of the par-
allel BK-algorithm, which severely hampers its applicability.
III. A MERGING METHOD
To remedy the non-convergence problem in the parallel
BK-algorithm, we first introduce a merging method that can
deal with the suspected neighboring subgraphs causing non-
convergence and then give a correctness and efficiency analysis
of the merging method based on pseudo-boolean representa-
tions of graph cuts.
As indicated by the experiments in the previous sec-
tion, splitting a graph into more subgraphs often increases
the speedup, but it also increases the possibility of non-
convergence. However, it is difficult to know the optimal
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(c) G12(V12, C12)
Fig. 2: Merging two neighboring subgraphs G1(V1, C1) and
G2(V2, C2) into a single graph G12(V12, C12).
number of subgraphs at the beginning of the parallel BK-
algorithm. Is it possible to dynamically adjust the current
splitting of a graph when over-splitting is detected during
the running time, so as to further speed up the computation
while simultaneously guaranteeing convergence? To this end,
a merging method is proposed in this paper.
Merging two subgraphs into a single graph is performed
as follows: given two neighboring subgraphs G1(V1, C1) and
G2(V2, C2), denote the merged graph as G12(V12, C12), where
V1 = {s, t} ∪ V1, V2 = {s, t} ∪ V2, V1 ∩ V2 6= ∅ and V12 =
{s, t} ∪ V12. The merged vertex set V12 = V1 ∪ V2. Only if
the two endpoints are all within V1 ∩ V2 is the edge capacity
of the merged graph G12 the summation of the capacities of
the same edge in G1 and G2. Otherwise, the edge capacity
of the merged graph G12 is simply that from only one of the
two subgraphs. Fig. 2 gives an example. Merging more than
two subgraphs into a single graph can be performed similarly,
where the vertices in the overlapped region are absorbed and
the edge capacities in the overlapped region are summed. It is
worth noting that the merging method can also be applied to
N-D graphs (subgraphs), just like the splitting method of the
parallel BK-algorithm.
Fig. 3 shows the application of the merging method in the
parallel BK-algorithm with only two subgraphs. When there is
evidence that the two subgraphs may have difficulties reaching
agreement on their optimal values, the merging operation is
invoked to obtain a merged graph G′ from which the optimal
values ∗xV are obtained. This naturally raises the following key
question: will the merged graph G′ obtain the same optimal
solutions as the original graph G, despite that the original was
first split into two subgraphs, both of which then experienced
maxflow computation and updating of many rounds?
There are two related questions: How should one decide
which subgraphs to merge? What is the best time for merging?
Although there are many cues for over-splitting, such as the
existence of a large number of vertices within the overlapped
region that admit multiple optimal solutions or the scarcity
of pushed flows in the subgraphs, there is currently no clear-
cut answer. However, we use a simple strategy based on the
following assumption: the number of vertices in the overlapped
region that disagree on their optimal values is expected to
decrease with iterations if the current graph splitting is proper.
The strategy is detailed in Algorithm 1, where numDiff is
used to record the minimal number of disagreement vertices
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Fig. 3: Application of the merging method in the parallel BK-algorithm with only two subgraphs.
of all the iterations. If numDiff remains non-decreasing in
some successive iterations, which is controlled by ITER, then
merging should be invoked to ensure better graph splitting.
In the merging operation, every two adjacent subgraphs are
merged into one graph in order to maintain work load balance.
Clearly, the number of disagreement vertices will decrease at
least by 1 for every ITER−1 iterations, or every two adjacent
subgraphs are merged. Therefore, Algorithm 1 will converge
within no more than M × (ITER − 1) + logN2 iterations,
where M is the number of disagreement vertices in the first
iteration and N is the number of subgraphs into which the
original graph is split in the initial splitting stage. Since a naive
merging strategy is used and the convergence guarantee holds,
Algorithm 1 is named the “Naive Converged Parallel BK-
Algorithm”. Obviously, more-suitable merging strategies can
further boost the performance, this issue will be investigated
in our further work.
Algorithm 1 Naive Converged Parallel BK-Algorithm
1: Set numDiff := +∞; iter := 0;
2: Split graph G into N overlapped subgraphs G1, . . . , GN ;
3: repeat
4: Run the BK-algorithm concurrently on all the subgraphs
G
(k)
i to obtain
∗
x
(k)
Vi
5: Update all the residual subgraphs G(k
′)
i to obtain
G
(k+1)
i ;
6: Count the number of nodes that disagree on their
optimal values, denoted as nDiff ;
7: if nDiff ≥ numDiff then
8: + + iter;
9: if iter == ITER then
10: Every two neighboring subgraphs are merged into
one graph;
11: end if
12: else
13: numDiff := nDiff ;
14: iter := 0;
15: end if
16: until nDiff == 0;
IV. PSEUDO-BOOLEAN REPRESENTATION-BASED
INVARIANCE ANALYSIS FOR GRAPH CUTS ALGORITHMS
As noted in the previous section, the correctness of our
merging methods depends on whether the merged graph ob-
tains the same optimal solutions as that of the original graph.
To answer this question, we propose a new pseudo-boolean
representation, named restricted homogeneous posiforms, to
track the changes for all the graphs (subgraphs) under the
operations of the parallel graph cuts algorithms. We then
develop an invariance analysis method.
A. Restricted homogeneous posiforms for graph cuts
Since each s − t cut in a graph is a partition of all
its vertices to either S or T , it can be represented by a
realization of a set of boolean variables, xV = {xi|i ∈ V}.
Therefore, a function with its arguments being boolean to
represent an s − t cut and its value being real representing
the cost of this s− t cut can be used to express a graph cuts
problem. Such a function is usually called a pseudo-boolean
function in the combinatorial optimization community [23],
[24], [25], whose representations are often categorized into
two types: multi-linear polynomials whose form is uniquely
determined by a pseudo-boolean function and posiforms that
can uniquely determine a pseudo-boolean function, although
a pseudo-boolean function can have many different posiforms
representing it. Among these many possible posiforms, we
define the restricted homogeneous posiforms, which can have a
one-to-one correspondence with the graph on which the graph
cuts problem is defined.
Theorem 1 A graph cuts problem defined on graph G(V,C),
with V = {s, t} ∪ V and non-negative edge capacities,
can be uniquely represented using the following restricted
homogeneous posiforms:
φGh (xV) =
∑
i∈V
aixi +
∑
j∈V
aj x¯j +
∑
i,j∈V
aij x¯ixj , (3)
where xi ∈ {0, 1}, x¯i = 1 − xi, ai ≥ 0, aj ≥ 0, aij ≥ 0.
Moreover, the components of φGh (xV) have the following one-
to-one correspondence with edges of graph G(V,C), as shown
in Table II.
5TABLE II: The correspondence of components of φGh and edges of
G, where xi = 0 implies vertex i belongs to S and xi = 1 implies
vertex i belongs to T in an s− t cut.
Comp. φGh (xV ) Edge G(V,C) Relations
aixi (s, i) ai = csi, csi ∈ C
aj x¯j (j, t) aj = cjt, cjt ∈ C
aij x¯ixj (i, j) aij = cij , cij ∈ C
Proof: The cost of an s− t cut is
CS,T =
∑
i∈S,j∈T
cij (4)
and the relations between the values of xi and the parts to
which the node i belongs are:
xi =
®
0 ⇐⇒ i ∈ S
1 ⇐⇒ i ∈ T . (5)
Only if φGh (xV) equals the cost, up to a constant, of the s−t cut
defined by the realization of xV , for every possible realizations
of xV , can φGh (xV) be the pseudo-boolean function of the
graph cuts problem defined on graph G(V,C). Since Table
II defines a one-to-one relationship between the components
of the restricted homogeneous posiforms and the edges of the
graph G(V,C), it suffices to verify the equivalence between
the value of each component of φGh (xV) and the cost of its
corresponding edge in the s − t cut under all the possible
realizations of xV . This can be done for the three components
listed in Table II.
1). aixi
The value of aixi is
®
0 ⇐⇒ xi = 0
ai ⇐⇒ xi = 1
, its correspond-
ing edge (s, i) contributes to the cost of an s − t cut by:®
0 ⇐⇒ i ∈ S
csi ⇐⇒ i ∈ T
, which can be seen from the definition of
the cost of an s− t cut in (??). From the relations of (??) and
the equivalence of ai and csi, it is clear that the value of aixi
equals the cost of its corresponding edge (s, i) in the s− t cut
under all the possible realizations of xV .
2). aj x¯j
It can be verified in a similar way as in the previous case
that the value of aj x¯j equals the cost of its corresponding
edge (j, t) in the s− t cut under all the possible realizations
of xV .
3). aij x¯ixj
The value of aij x¯ixj is
®
aij ⇐⇒ xi = 0, xj = 1
0 ⇐⇒ otherwise . Its
corresponding edge (i, j) contributes to the cost of an s − t
cut by:
®
cij ⇐⇒ i ∈ S, j ∈ T
0 ⇐⇒ otherwise . From the relations of (??)
and the equivalence of aij and cij , it is clear that the value of
aij x¯ixj equals the cost of its corresponding edge (i, j) in the
s− t cut under all the possible realizations of xV .
For each of the three components in the restricted ho-
mogeneous posiforms (??), its value under all the possible
realizations of xV equals the contribution of its corresponding
edge to the cost of the s − t cut. Therefore, Theorem 1 is
proved.
Theorem 1 states that each unary term in the restricted
homogeneous posiforms, as in (??), corresponds to an t-link
edge in the graph, whereas each pairwise term corresponds
to an n-link edge, and their coefficients are the capacities of
those edges in the graph. Therefore, any changes in the graph
will be reflected in its restricted homogeneous posiforms, and
vice versa.
In addition to the above proposed restricted homogeneous
posiforms, a pseudo-boolean function can also be uniquely
represented as a multi-linear polynomial [23], [24], [25]:
fG(x) = l0 +
n∑
j=1
lixi +
∑
ij
lijxixj , xi ∈ {0, 1}, (6)
with lij ≤ 0. In fact, lij ≤ 0 is the necessary and sufficient
condition for fG(x) to represent a graph cuts problem defined
on a graph G with non-negative edge capacities, as proved by
Freeman and Drineas [26]
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(d) G2(V2, C2)
Fig. 4: Splitting graph G(V,C) into two subgraphs G1(V1, C1) and
G2(V2, C2) .
B. Invariance analysis for parallel graph cuts algorithm
By the above multi-linear polynomials and proposed re-
stricted homogeneous posiforms, here we give an invariance
analysis method for parallel graph cuts algorithm.
There are four types of operations in the naive converged
parallel BK-algorithm: splitting, maxflow computation, graph
updating and merging subgraphs. The first three types of
operations are also used in the parallel BK-algorithm. Fig.
3 is the pipeline of the naive converged parallel BK-algorithm
in the two subgraphs case. Without loss of generality, only the
6two subgraphs case is analyzed here, but the conclusions can
be easily generalized to more subgraphs cases.
Suppose the original graph is G, the two subgraphs in
the kth iteration are G(k)1 , G
(k)
2 , and their corresponding re-
stricted homogeneous posiforms are φGh (xV), φ
G
(k)
1
h (xV1) and
φ
G
(k)
2
h (xV2) respectively. Since V = {s, t} ∪ V and V1 \ V2,
V1∩V2 and V2 \V1 are partitions of V , as shown in Fig. 4(a).
The three restricted homogeneous posiforms can be equally
written as:
φGh (xV) =
∑
i∈V1\V2̂˙
aixi +
∑
i∈V1∩V2
¯
˙
aixi +
∑
i∈V2\V1
Ê˙aixi+∑
i∈V1\V2̂¨
aix¯i +
∑
i∈V1∩V2
¯
¨
aix¯i +
∑
i∈V2\V1
Ê¨aix¯i+∑
i,j∈V1∩V2
a¯ij x¯ixj +
∑
i or j∈V1\V2̂
aij x¯ixj +
∑
i or j∈V2\V1
Êaij x¯ixj , (7)
φ
G
(k)
1
h (xV1) =
∑
i∈V1\V2̂˙
a1
(k)
i xi +
∑
i∈V1∩V2
¯
˙
a1
(k)
i xi+∑
i∈V1\V2̂¨
a1
(k)
i x¯i +
∑
i∈V1∩V2
¯
¨
a1
(k)
i x¯i+∑
i,j∈V1∩V2
a¯1
(k)
ij x¯ixj +
∑
i or j∈V1\V2̂
a1
(k)
ij x¯ixj ,
(8)
φ
G
(k)
2
h (xV2) =
∑
i∈V2\V1
Ê˙a2(k)i xi + ∑
i∈V1∩V2
¯
˙
a2
(k)
i xi+∑
i∈V2\V1
Ê¨a2(k)i x¯i + ∑
i∈V1∩V2
¯
¨
a2
(k)
i x¯i+∑
i,j∈V1∩V2
a¯2
(k)
ij x¯ixj +
∑
i or j∈V2\V1
Êa2(k)ij x¯ixj . (9)
The multi-linear polynomials of graphs G, G(k)1 and G
(k)
2 ,
denoted as fG(xV), fG
(k)
1 (xV1) and f
G
(k)
2 (xV2) respectively,
can be expressed as:
fG(xV) = l +
∑
i∈V1\V2̂
lixi +
∑
i∈V1∩V2
l¯ixi +
∑
i∈V2\V1
Êlixi+∑
i,j∈V1∩V2
l¯ijxixj +
∑
i or j∈V1\V2̂
lijxixj +
∑
i or j∈V2\V1
Êlijxixj , (10)
fG
(k)
1 (xV1) = l
1(k)+
∑
i∈V1\V2̂
l1
(k)
i xi +
∑
i∈V1∩V2
l¯1
(k)
i xi+∑
i,j∈V1∩V2
l¯1
(k)
ij xixj +
∑
i or j∈V1\V2̂
l1
(k)
ij xixj ,
(11)
fG
(k)
2 (xV2) = l
2(k)+
∑
i∈V2\V1
Êl2(k)i xi + ∑
i∈V1∩V2
l¯2
(k)
i xi+∑
i,j∈V1∩V2
l¯2
(k)
ij xixj +
∑
i or j∈V2\V1
Êl2(k)ij xixj . (12)
It is easy to verify that the following relations hold for the
coefficients of fG(xV) and of φGh (xV):
l =
∑
i∈V1\V2̂¨
ai +
∑
i∈V1∩V2
¯
¨
ai +
∑
i∈V2\V1
Ê¨ai , (13)
l̂i = ̂˙ai − ̂¨ai + ∑
k∈V1
âki,∀i ∈ V1\V2 , (14)
l¯i = ¯
˙
ai − ¯
¨
ai +
∑
k∈V1∩V2
a¯ki,∀i ∈ V1∩V2 , (15)Êli = Ê˙ai − Ê¨ai + ∑
k∈V2
Êaki,∀i ∈ V2\V1 , (16)
l¯ij = −a¯ij ,∀i, j ∈ V1∩V2 , (17)
l̂ij = −âij ,∀i or j ∈ V1\V2 , (18)Êlij = −Êaij ,∀i or j ∈ V2\V1 . (19)
Similarly, the following relations hold for the coefficients
of fG
(k)
1 (xV1) and of φ
G
(k)
1
h (xV1):
l1
(k)
=
∑
i∈V1\V2̂¨
a1
(k)
i +
∑
i∈V1∩V2
¯
¨
a1
(k)
i , (20)
l̂1
(k)
i = ̂˙a1(k)i − ̂¨a1(k)i + ∑
k∈V1
â1
(k)
ki ,∀i ∈ V1\V2 , (21)
l¯1
(k)
i = ¯
˙
a1
(k)
i − ¯
¨
a1
(k)
i +
∑
k∈V1∩V2
a¯1
(k)
ki ,∀i ∈ V1∩V2 , (22)
l¯1
(k)
ij = −a¯1
(k)
ij ,∀i, j ∈ V1∩V2 , (23)
l̂1
(k)
ij = −â1
(k)
ij ,∀i or j ∈ V1\V2 . (24)
And those between fG
(k)
2 (xV2) and φ
G
(k)
2
h (xV2):
l2
(k)
=
∑
i∈V2\V1̂¨
a2
(k)
i +
∑
i∈V1∩V2
¯
¨
a2
(k)
i , (25)
l̂2
(k)
i = ̂˙a2(k)i − ̂¨a2(k)i + ∑
k∈V2
â2
(k)
ki ,∀i ∈ V2\V1 , (26)
l¯2
(k)
i = ¯
˙
a2
(k)
i − ¯
¨
a2
(k)
i +
∑
k∈V1∩V2
a¯2
(k)
ki ,∀i ∈ V1∩V2 , (27)
l¯2
(k)
ij = −a¯2
(k)
ij ,∀i, j ∈ V1∩V2 , (28)
l̂2
(k)
ij = −â2
(k)
ij ,∀i or j ∈ V2\V1 . (29)
Thus far, the relations between the coefficients of
the restricted homogeneous posiforms φGh (xV), φ
G
(k)
1
h (xV1),
φ
G
(k)
2
h (xV2) and those of the multi-linear polynomials f
G(xV),
fG
(k)
1 (xV1), f
G
(k)
2 (xV2) have been established. The following
7four propositions state the changes of the multi-linear polyno-
mials for each of the four operations in Fig. 3.
Proposition 1 The coefficients of fG
(1)
1 (xV1), f
G
(1)
2 (xV2) and
fG(xV), which are the multi-linear polynomials of the split
subgraph G(1)1 , G
(1)
2 and the original graph G, respectively,
satisfy the following relations:
1) l1
(1)
+ l2
(1)
= l.
2) l̂1
(1)
i = l̂i,∀i ∈ V1\V2; l̂1
(1)
ij = l̂ij ,∀i or j ∈ V1\V2.
3) Êl2(1)i = Êli,∀i ∈ V2\V1; Êl2(1)ij = Êlij ,∀i or j ∈ V2\V1.
4) l¯1
(1)
i = l¯
2(1)
i =
1
2 l¯i,∀i ∈ V1∩V2; l¯1
(1)
ij = l¯
2(1)
ij =
1
2 l¯ij ,∀i, j ∈V1∩V2.
Proof: See Appendix A.
Proposition 2 For all augmenting path maxflow algorithms,
pushing a flow F from s to t in graph G results in a residual
graph G′, where the multi-linear polynomial of the residual
graph G′ differs from that of the original graph G by a
constant term of F.
Proof: See Appendix B.
Proposition 3 The coefficients of fG
(k+1)
1 , fG
(k+1)
2 and those
of fG
(k′)
1 , fG
(k′)
2 , which are updated by the dual variables
λ(k), satisfy the following relations:
1) l¯1
(k+1)
i = l¯
1(k
′)
i +4λ(k+1)i ,∀i ∈ V1∩V2.
2) l¯2
(k+1)
i = l¯
2(k
′)
i −4λ(k+1)i ,∀i ∈ V1∩V2.
3) all the other coefficients remain unchanged.
where 4λ(k+1)i = λ(k+1)i − λ(k)i ,∀i ∈ V1∩V2.
Proof: See Appendix C.
Proposition 4 The coefficients of fG
′
(xV), which is the multi-
linear polynomial of the merged graph G′, have the following
relations with those of fG
(k+1)
1 (xV1) and f
G
(k+1)
2 (xV2):
1) l′ = l1
(k+1)
+ l2
(k+1)
.
2) l̂′i = l̂1
(k+1)
i ,∀i ∈ V1\V2; l̂′ij = l̂1
(k+1)
ij ,∀i or j ∈ V1\V2 .
3) Êl′i = Êl2(k+1)i ,∀i ∈ V2\V1; Êl′ij = Êl2(k+1)ij ,∀i or j ∈ V2\V1 .
4) l¯′i = l¯1
(k+1)
i + l¯
2(k+1)
i ,∀i ∈ V1 ∩ V2; l¯′ij = l¯1
(k+1)
ij +
l¯2
(k+1)
ij ,∀i, j ∈ V1∩V2 .
Proof: See Appendix D.
C. Correctness and efficiency of the merging
The following theorem states the relations between the
multi-linear polynomials of the original graph G and that of
the merged graph G′ shown in Fig. 3.
Theorem 2 The multi-linear polynomials fG
′
(xV) of the
merged graph G′ satisfies the following equation:
fG(xV) = fG
′
(xV) +
K∑
m=1
F
(m)
1 +
K∑
m=1
F
(m)
2 , (30)
where fG(xV) is the multi-linear polynomials of the original
graph G, F(m)1 and F
(m)
2 are the flows computed in the m
th
iteration on subgraphs G(m)1 and G
(m)
2 , respectively, and K is
the number of iterations of the two subgraphs before merging.
Proof: The original graph G was first split into two
subgraphs. Then, after K iterations of maxflow computation
and updating, the two subgraphs G(K+1)1 and G
(K+1)
2 were
obtained. The following relations among the coefficients of
fG
(K+1)
1 (xV) , fG
(K+1)
2 (xV) and fG(xV) can be drawn from
Proposition.1 – 3:
l̂1
(K+1)
i = l̂i,∀i ∈ V1\V2; l̂1
(K+1)
ij = l̂ij ,∀i or j ∈ V1\V2, (31)Êl2(K+1)i = Êli,∀i ∈ V2\V1; Êl2(K+1)ij = Êlij ,∀i or j ∈ V2\V1, (32)
l¯1
(K+1)
ij = l¯
2(K+1)
ij =
1
2
l¯ij ,∀i, j ∈ V1∩V2, (33)
l¯1
(K+1)
i =
1
2
l¯i +
K∑
m=1
4λ(m+1)i ,∀i ∈ V1∩V2, (34)
l¯2
(K+1)
i =
1
2
l¯i −
K∑
m=1
4λ(m+1)i ,∀i ∈ V1∩V2, (35)
l1
(K+1)
= l1
(1) −
K∑
m=1
F
(m)
1 , (36)
l2
(K+1)
= l2
(1) −
K∑
m=1
F
(m)
2 . (37)
When the two subgraphs G(K+1)1 and G
(K+1)
2 are merged into
G′, according to Proposition 4, the coefficients of fG
′
(xV) are:
l′ = l1
(K+1)
+ l2
(K+1)
= l1
(1)
+ l2
(1) −
K∑
m=1
F
(m)
1 −
K∑
m=1
F
(m)
2
= l −
K∑
m=1
F
(m)
1 −
K∑
m=1
F
(m)
2 ,
(38)
l̂′i = l̂
1(K+1)
i = l̂i,∀i ∈ V1\V2;
l̂′ij = l̂
1(K+1)
ij = l̂ij ,∀i or j ∈ V1\V2.
(39)Êl′i = Êl2(K+1)i = Êli,∀i ∈ V2\V1;Êl′ij = Êl2(K+1)ij = Êlij ,∀i or j ∈ V2\V1. (40)
l¯′i = l¯
1(K+1)
i + l¯
2(K+1)
i
=
(
1
2
l¯i +
K∑
m=1
4λ(m+1)i
)
+
(
1
2
l¯i −
K∑
m=1
4λ(m+1)i
)
= l¯i, ∀i ∈ V1∩V2 , (41)
l¯′ij = l¯
1(K+1)
ij + l¯
2(K+1)
ij =
1
2
l¯ij+
1
2
l¯ij = l¯ij ,∀i, j∈V1∩V2. (42)
Therefore, only the constant term of fG
′
(xV) differs from that
of fG(xV) by
∑K
m=1 F
(m)
1 +
∑K
m=1 F
(m)
2 . All the other terms
have the same coefficients, and Theorem 2 is proved.
Note that
∑K
m=1 F
(m)
1 +
∑K
m=1 F
(m)
2 is the accumulated
flows in the subgraphs, which is independent of the variables
xV . Since only the optimal arguments
∗
xV at which fG(xV)
reaches its global minimum, not the global minimum itself,
matters for a graph cuts problem defined on graph G, if the
8pseudo-boolean functions of two graph cuts problems only
differ by flows which do not depend on their arguments
xV , the two graph cuts problems are equivalent. And by the
convention of the combinatorial optimization community, this
difference is often referred to as a constant. An illustrative
example is given in Appendix E. Therefore, Theorem 2 reveals
the following two important things: 1) The two graph cuts
problems, which are defined on the original graph G and the
merged graph G′, are equivalent because their corresponding
pseudo-boolean functions only differ by a constant. Hence
the same global optimal solution can be obtained from the
merged graph G′. 2) Moreover, this constant is the summation
of all the flows computed in the two subgraphs in all the K
iterations, indicating that the flows are reused when computing
the maxflow for the merged graph G′. As a result, computing
the maxflow for the merged graph G′ will be much faster than
computing the maxflow for the original graph G from scratch.
Theorem 2 also gives a good explanation of the parallel BK-
algorithm from the perspective of flows. The algorithm can
be regarded as decomposing the maximum flow computation
of the original graph into subgraphs. Once the summation
of all the accumulated flows in the subgraphs reaches the
maximum flow of the original graph, the parallel BK-algorithm
converges. Therefore, whenever the subgraphs can easily accu-
mulate flows, the parallel BK-algorithm can easily converge.
To evaluate the effectiveness of reusing flows in the pro-
posed merging method, we once again apply the two fore-
/back-ground image segmentation methods (seg1 and seg2
used in section II-B) on all 500 images of the Berkeley
segmentation dataset [22]. Here, the naive converged parallel
BK-algorithm (Algorithm 1), whose N is fixed at 2 and whose
ITER is set to 1, 5, 15 and 20, respectively, is used. Fig. 5
shows the distribution of the relative times, which are defined
as the ratio of the times for computing the maxflow of the
merged graph G′ to that of the original graph G. The figure
also shows the relative used flows, which are defined as the
ratio of all the accumulated flows in the subgraphs before
merging, that is
∑K
m=1 F
(m)
1 +
∑K
m=1 F
(m)
2 in (??), to the
maxflows of the original graph G.
The relative times for seg1 when ITER = 1, 5, 10, as shown
in Fig. 5(a), are roughly equal to 1, which means there is no
speedup in computing the merged graph G′. By examining
Fig. 5(b), we found that the reused flows in these three cases
are very small (their histograms are all concentrated in the
first bin). It is precisely this no-flow to reuse that accounts for
the ineffectiveness in reusing flows. Because for the original
graph G of seg1 only the pixels in the leftmost column are
connected to the source and the pixels in the rightmost column
are connected to the sink, the maxflows of the two subgraphs
in the first iteration are all equal to 0, i.e., F(1)1 = F
(1)
2 = 0,
because none of the pixels of G(1)1 are connected to the sink
and none of the pixels of G(1)2 are connected to the source.
Once the subgraphs accumulated a certain amount of flows,
a sustained acceleration in the computations of the merged
graph occurred, as shown in Fig. 5(a),(b) for the ITER = 20
case.
The flows in the subgraphs for seg2 are fairly easy to
accumulate, as can be seen in Fig. 5(d), where even in the
ITER = 1 case, over 90% of the images have accumulated
over 95% of the flows of the original graph. This leads to a
significant speedup in the merged graph, where the maxflow
computations for approximately 40% of the merged graphs are
over 10 times faster than those of the original graphs, and over
90% of the images could achieve a speedup factor of at least
3. Although further increase of the flows in the subgraphs is
relatively slow, once this increase becomes apparent, it will be
reflected in the improvement of the relative times as well, as
shown in Fig. 5(c),(d) for the ITER = 20 case.
The experiments here show that whenever there are accu-
mulated flows in the subgraphs, these flows will be reused
effectively in the merged graph. It is worth noting that the
correctness and efficitiveness of the merging method can be
easily generalized to cases of more than two subgraphs.
V. DYNAMIC PARALLEL GRAPH CUTS ALGORITHM
With the two key building blocks – splitting and merging at
hand, our dynamic parallel graph cuts algorithm is described
in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Dynamic Parallel Graph Cuts Algorithm
1: Set nDiff := +∞;
2: Initial splitting;
3: while nDiff > 0 do
4: A subgraph can be further split into a number of
subgraphs;
5: repeat
6: Compute maxflow for all the subgraphs;
7: Update all the subgraphs accordingly;
8: Count the number of nodes that disagree on their
optimal values, denoted as nDiff ;
9: until nDiff == 0 or some other conditions are met
10: Any number of neighboring subgraphs can be merged;
11: end while
In essence, Algorithm 2 is a general parallel framework,
where lines 4, 6, 9 and 10 do not specify their concrete
realization but give the user complete freedom to choose their
own implementations for specific problem and specific parallel
and distributed platforms. Line 6 specifies the used maxflow
solver. Lines 4, 9 and 10 jointly determine when and how the
subgraphs are merged or further split: line 9 specifies the time
for merging and its realization is given in line 10, and line 4
determines the dynamic splitting strategy.
It can be seen from lines 6 – 8 of Algorithm 2 that a series
of similar maxflow problems (more specifically, graph cuts
problems in adjacent iterations only differing in a tiny fraction
of t-link values) need to be solved in order to obtain the global
optimal solutions of the original graph. Therefore, any graph
cuts algorithm that is efficient in this dynamic setting can be
used as the maxflow solver in line 6. In other words, any such
serial graph cuts algorithm can be parallelized using Algorithm
2 to further boost its efficiency and scalability.
9(a) Relative times for seg1 (b) Relative reused flows for seg1
(c) Relative times for seg2 (d) Relative reused flows for seg2
Fig. 5: Relative times and relative reused flows for the two segmentations. In all the figures, ITER is the iteration control parameter used
in Algorithm 1.
Since the BK-algorithm [6] has some efficient dynamic
variants [27], [28], [29], it is parallelized (used as the maxflow
solver) by the parallel BK-algorithm [1], [2]. Pseudoflow-
based maxflow algorithms [11], which can often be efficiently
warm started after solving a similar problem, can also be
parallelized using Algorithm 2. For example, the most recently
proposed Excesses Incremental Breadth-First Search (Excesses
IBFS) algorithm [30], which is a generalization of the incre-
mental breadth-first search (IBFS) algorithm [8] to maintain
a pseudoflow, could act as a better candidate maxflow solver
in line 6 of Algorithm 2. The reason is that the performance
of the Excesses IBFS is competitive (usually faster) compared
with other dynamic graph cuts algorithms. More importantly,
it has a polynomial running time guarantee whereas there is
no known polynomial time limit for the BK-algorithm.
Dynamic merging aims to dynamically remedy the over-
splitting during the running time, and it can make the dynamic
parallel graph cuts algorithm converge to the globally optimal
solutions within a predefined number of iterations. Here is
a general procedure: 1) the graph is initially split into N
subgraphs, and no further splitting is permitted; 2) invoke
the merging operations every K iterations; 3) for a merging
operation, every neighboring ` subgraphs are merged into a
single graph. In the worst case, the merging operations can
be invoked logN` times, leaving only one graph, from which
the global optimal solutions can be obtained. Therefore, the
dynamic parallel graph cuts algorithm can converge within no
more than K logN` iterations under these settings. By setting
K = 1 and ` = N , only one iteration is needed in this case.
Dynamic splitting is also important in some cases. Since
the connection strengths may vary dramatically even in a
uniformly connected graph, it is difficult to design an optimal
scheme to divide the graph into subgraphs at the beginning.
In addition, since the commonly used equal division strategy
in most cases can only balance the memory storage, not the
computational load, and because the situation could be further
worsened by the dynamic merging process, dynamic splitting
is needed for dynamic workload balancing.
Incorporating dynamic merging and dynamic splitting en-
ables the parallel granularity, load balance and configuration
of the subgraph splitting to be dynamically adjusted during
the parallel computation. Hence Algorithm 2 is here called
dynamic. Our dynamic parallel graph cuts algorithm is a
general framework that could be tailored to fit different types
of graphs and platforms for better efficiency and convergence
rate.
To summarize, our proposed dynamic parallel graph cuts
algorithm has the following three main advantages: 1) any
serial graph cuts solver that is efficient in the dynamic setting
can be parallelized using the dynamic parallel graph cuts
algorithm; 2) the dynamic parallel graph cuts algorithm guar-
antees convergence, moreover, it can converge to the global
optimum within a predefined number of iterations; 3) the
subgraph splitting configuration can be adjusted freely during
the parallelization process.
VI. EXPERIMENTS
Although advanced splitting and merging strategies could
be cleverly used to adjust the subgraph splitting configuration
during the whole parallelization process, finding such a general
strategy is not an easy task. For a fair comparison with the
parallel BK-algorithm, only the BK-algorithm is used as the
graph cuts solver in the iterations of all the parallel graph
cuts algorithms. Therefore, in all the following experiments,
only the naive converged parallel BK-algorithm (Algorithm
1) is used, in comparison with the parallel BK-algorithm, to
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TABLE III: Number of images that have triggered merging operations
for seg2.
TRDS
ITER 15 20 25 30 successImages
4 290 89 49 40 486
8 197 91 66 54 362
evaluate the effectiveness of our introduced merging method.
There are only two parameters for all these experiments: ITER
controls the starting time of the merging operations in the naive
converged parallel BK-algorithm, and TRDS is the number of
the used computational threads for the two parallel algorithms.
A. Image segmentation
The performance of the naive converged parallel BK-
algorithm is first evaluated on the two image segmentation
problems, seg1 and seg2, on all 500 images of the Berkeley
segmentation dataset [22], which are used in section II-B
to evaluate the convergence problem in the parallel BK-
algorithm. TRDS is set to 4 and 8, respectively. And for each
settings of TRDS, ITER is set to 15, 20, 25, 30, respectively.
We further define three parameters, tBK, tPBK and tCPBK, to
represent the time elapsed for maxflow calculations using
the BK-algorithm, the parallel BK-algorithm and the naive
converged parallel BK-algorithm, respectively. This image
dataset can be divided into two parts according to whether
the images can converge or not in the parallel BK-algorithm
– referred to as successImages and failedImages, respectively.
The relative times (tCPBK/tBK) for seg1 on the failed-
Images, which contains all the images of the dataset in
these cases under 4 and 8 computational threads, are shown
in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b), respectively. Although all these
images that failed to converge in the parallel BK-algorithm
can certainly converge in the naive converged parallel BK-
algorithm, they usually take a little more time than in the serial
BK-algorithm, as shown in Fig. 6(a),(b). The improper settings
of ITER, e.g., ITER = 15, will degrade the performance of
the naive converged parallel BK-algorithm. This is possibly
because the subgraphs could not accumulate enough flows
for reuse, and the merging operations would be invoked too
many times, more than the necessary, if ITER is too small.
However, the naive converged parallel BK-algorithm can come
up with similar results with a wide range of ITER, e.g.,
ITER = 20, 25, 30.
For seg2, successImages accounts for the majority of the
500 images. Table III shows the number of images that belong
to successImages but that also triggered the merging operations
in the naive converged parallel BK-algorithm under different
ITER and TRDS settings. It is evident from Table III that
the small ITER values will lead to a large number of images
to invoke the merging operations. Experiments are carried out
on successImages and failedImages, as shown in Fig. 6(c)-(d),
and Fig. 6(e)-(f), respectively. The relative times (tPBK/tBK)
of the parallel BK-algorithm on successImages are also shown
in Fig. 6(c)-(d), shown as ORG in black, for comparison. It
can be seen from Fig. 6(c)-(d) that except for the ITER = 15
case, which is slightly inferior to the parallel BK-algorithm,
the naive converged parallel BK-algorithm performs equally
as well as the parallel BK-algorithm under all the other ITER
and TRDS settings. Moreover, the naive converged parallel
BK-algorithm is approximately 30% faster, on average, than
the serial BK-algorithm on failedImages, as shown in Fig.
6(e)-(f). This is a promising result. It shows that the naive
converged parallel BK-algorithm not only has convergence
guarantee but may also have a considerable speedup even
for these images for which the parallel BK-algorithm failed
to converge. Concerning the parameter selection of the naive
converged parallel BK-algorithm, because the algorithm is not
sensitive to the settings of ITER, it can be set to a number
in the range 15 − 30, and TRDS can be set to a number
in the range 2 − 8. Usually, the larger TRDS is, the faster
the naive converged parallel BK-algorithm is. However, the
speedup gain grows very slowly if TRDS is further increased.
B. Semantic segmentation
Among many other multi-label problems in computer vi-
sion [?], where maximum flow solvers are invoked many
times as a subroutine for each problem instance, such as
stereo, image denoising, semantic segmentation might be one
of the most challenging applications for the two parallelized
BK-algorithms because of the following two difficulties: 1)
typically, only a few labels (object classes) can appear in an
image, but the label set is relatively large, so as to contain
all the possible labels that can occur in the whole image set;
2) each label that appears is usually concentrated on a small
part of the image except for the background. Due to the first
difficulty, very few flows can be pushed from source to sink
for the graphs built for the move-making energies that moved
to the non-existent labels of the image, which makes the over-
head much more significant for creating, synchronizing and
terminating multiple threads. The latter difficulty makes the
workload very unbalanced among the computational threads.
We used the semantic segmentation algorithm proposed by
Shotton [31] on the MSRC-21 dataset [31], where the unary
potentials for pixels are the negative log-likelihood of the
corresponding output of the classifiers derived from Texton-
Boost [31]. The most discriminative weak classifiers are found
using multi-class Gentle Ada-Boost [32], and the pairwise
potentials are the contrast sensitive potentials [33] defined
on the eight-neighborhood system. The energy functions are
solved via α-expansion [34].
Fig. 7(a) shows the relative times for the parallel BK-
algorithm using 2, 4, 8 and 12 computational threads on all
the test images of the MSRC-21 dataset. It can be seen that
the parallel BK-algorithm is always slower than the serial
BK-algorithm, except for the 8 computational threads case, in
which the parallel BK-algorithm is a bit faster than the BK-
algorithm. Although the acceleration is poor, only one out of
the 295 test images is non-convergent for the 4, 8 and 12 com-
putational threads cases. Moreover, only when α = 16, which
corresponds to solving the ‘road’-expansion energy function,
does the parallel BK-algorithm failed to converge. This non-
convergent example is shown in Fig. 8, where Fig. 8(a) is the
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(a) Relative times for seg1 on failedImages of 4
computational threads. The red, blue, green and
cyan lines represent tCPBK/tBK with ITER
set to 15, 20, 25 and 30, respectively, and their
medians are 1.58, 1.23, 1.34 and 1.17.
(b) Relative times for seg1 on failedImages of 8
computational threads. The red, blue, green and
cyan lines represent tCPBK/tBK with ITER
set to 15, 20, 25 and 30, respectively, and their
medians are 1.89, 1.74, 1.91 and 2.03.
(c) Relative times for seg2 on successImages of
4 computational threads. The ORG in black
represents tPBK/tBK, and its median is 0.56.
The red, blue, green and cyan lines represent
tCPBK/tBK with ITER set to 15, 20, 25 and 30,
respectively, and their medians are 0.68, 0.58,
0.57 and 0.55.
(d) Relative times for seg2 on successImages of
8 computational threads. The ORG in black
represents tPBK/tBK, and its median is 0.52.
The red, blue, green and cyan lines represent
tCPBK/tBK with ITER set to 15, 20, 25 and 30,
respectively, and their medians are 0.56, 0.50,
0.50 and 0.49.
(e) Relative times for seg2 on all 14 failedIm-
ages of 4 computational threads. The red, blue,
green and cyan lines represent tCPBK/tBK with
ITER set to 15, 20, 25 and 30, respectively, and
their medians are 0.75, 0.71, 0.73 and 0.70.
(f) Relative times for seg2 on all 138 failedIm-
ages of 8 computational threads. The red, blue,
green and cyan lines represent tCPBK/tBK with
ITER set to 15, 20, 25 and 30, respectively, and
their medians are 0.66, 0.69, 0.72 and 0.73.
Fig. 6: Relative times for the two segmentation methods
(a) Relative times (tPBK/tBK) for semantic segmentation on all the images
of the MSRC-21 dataset that can converge in the parallel BK-algorithm
with TRDS set to 2, 4, 8 and 12. The medians are 1.32, 1.14, 0.97 and
1.29.
(b) Relative times (tCPBK/tPBK) on the unnecessary merged images in
the naive converged parallel BK-algorithm with TRDS set to 8 and 12
and ITER set to 15 and 25. The medians are 1.01, 1.00, 0.96 and
0.96.
Fig. 7: Relative times for semantic segmentation on the MSRC-21 dataset
original image and Fig. 8(b) is the hand-labeled ground truth.
The different pixel colors represent different object classes,
whose correspondence is shown in Fig. 8(h). The black pixels
are the ‘void’ pixels, which are ignored when computing
semantic segmentation accuracies and are treated as unlabeled
pixels during training. The semantic segmentation result when
the serial BK-algorithm is used as the graph cuts solver is
shown in Fig. 8(c). It is the benchmark of the correctness for
all the other parallel graph cuts algorithms, and its running
time acts as the baseline. The semantic segmentations by the
parallel BK-algorithm with 4 and 8 computational threads are
shown in Fig. 8(d) and Fig. 8(e) respectively. Fig. 8(f) shows
the result of the naive converged parallel BK-algorithm with
8 computational threads. The dotted blue lines in Fig. 8(d)–(f)
are the boundaries of the neighboring subgraphs. In contrast
to Fig. 1, the graph is horizontally split for parallel graph cuts
computation.
Since the parallel BK-algorithm is not convergent by only
expanding the road class, the differences between the semantic
segmentations of the parallel BK-algorithm and those of the
BK-algorithm and the naive converged parallel BK-algorithm
lie only on the left border between ‘building’ and ‘road’, as
shown in the white dotted boxes in Fig. 8(b)–(f). For better
clarity, these white boxes are enlarged in Fig. 8(g), where the
result of the naive converged parallel BK-algorithm, which
is the same as that of the BK-algorithm, is shown in the
upper left. Since the parallel BK-algorithm obtained the same
incorrect result under 4 and 8 threads, it is in the bottom
left. The image and the ground truth are in the upper right
and bottom right, respectively. It is clear that the accuracies,
defined as the intersection vs union, of both the building and
road classes of the parallel BK-algorithm are worse than those
of the naive converged parallel BK-algorithm and the BK-
algorithm. Because the road pixels in the white box of the
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(a) Original image (b) Ground truth (c) The BK-algorithm
(d) The parallel BK-algorithm, 4 threads (e) The parallel BK-algorithm, 8 threads (f) The naive converged parallel BK-algorithm, 8
threads
(g) Zoom in
Figure 1: Example results of our new simultaneous object class recognition and segmentation
algorithm. Up to 21 object classes (color-coded in the key) are recognized, and the corresponding object
instances segmented in the images. For clarity, textual labels have been superimposed on the resulting
segmentations. Note, for instance, how the airplane has been correctly recognized and separated from the
building, the sky, and the grass lawn. In these experiments only one single learned multi-class model has
been used to segment all the test images. Further results from this system are given in Figure 18.
mination, and to be robust to occlusion. Our focus
is not only the accuracy of segmentation and recog-
nition, but also the efficiency of the algorithm, which
becomes particularly important when dealing with
large image collections or video sequences.
At a local level, the appearance of an image patch
leads to ambiguities in its class label. For example,
a window could be part of a car, a building or an
airplane. To overcome these ambiguities, it is nec-
essary to incorporate longer range information such
as the spatial layout of an object and also contextual
information from the surrounding image. To achieve
this, we construct a discriminative model for labeling
images which exploits all three types of information:
textural appearance, layout, and context. Our tech-
nique can model very long-range contextual relation-
ships extending over half the size of the image.
Additionally, our technique overcomes several
problems typically associated with object recogni-
tion techniques that rely on sparse features (such as
[33, 36]). These problems are mainly related to tex-
tureless or very highly textured image regions. Fig-
ure 2 shows some examples of images with which
those techniques would very likely struggle. In con-
trast, our technique based on dense features is ca-
pable of coping with both textured and untextured
objects, and with multiple objects which inter- or self-
occlude, while retaining high efficiency.
The main contributions in this paper are three-
fold. The most significant is a novel type of feature,
which we call the texture-layout filter. These features
record patterns of textons, and exploit the textural
appearance of the object, its layout, and its textu-
ral context. Our second contribution is a new dis-
criminative model that combines texture-layout fil-
ters with lower-level image features, in order to pro-
2
(h) Color-coding legend
Fig. 8: Non-conv rged example of the paralle BK-algorithm
ground truth are all labeled ‘void’, only the building accuracy
of the parallel BK-algorithm, which is 85.7%, is worse than
those of the naive converged parallel BK-algorithm and the
BK-algorithm, which are all 86.4%. The running time of the
BK-algorithm in this example is 0.564 sec nds, while the
parallel BK-algorithm takes much lo ger: 0.998 se onds with
4 threads and 1.150 seconds with 8 threads. The time the naive
converged parallel BK-algorithm taken is comparable to that
of the BK-algorithm: with 4 threads if ITER is set to 15, 20,
25, it takes 0.560, 0.556 and 0.571 seconds, respectively; with
8 threads if ITER is set to 15, 20, 25, it takes 0.613, 0.610
and 0.618 seconds, respectively.
The naive converged parallel BK-algorithm does not have
the convergence problem and is much faster than the paral-
lel BK-algorithm on the failure example. How ver, for the
other images, on which the parallel BK-algorithm su cessfully
converged, the naive converged parallel BK-algorithm may
unnecessarily invoke merging operations, depending on the
setting of ITER, and must pay some extra cost. To evaluate
this “cost”, Fig.7(b) shows the relative times of tCPBK/tPBK
on all these images that get converged by the parallel BK-
algorithm but unnecessarily invoked merging operations by
the naive converged parallel BK-algorithm with TRDS set to
8 and 12 and ITER set to 15 and 25.
It can be seen from Fig. 7(b) that for both ITER settings, the
running times of the naive converged parallel BK-algorithm
with 8 computational threads are roughly equal to those of
the parallel BK-algorithm on average but are slightly shorter
than those of the parallel BK-algorithm with 12 computational
threads. This experiment shows that even in the most chal-
lenging case, the naive converged parallel BK-algorithm could
have the convergence guarantee with almost no additional time
cost over the parallel BK-algorithm.
C. Deployment on distributed platforms
The dynamic parallel graph cuts algorithm (Algorithm 2)
can be deployed on distributed platforms, where both splitting
and merging can take place within the same machine or
across different machines. Fig. 9 gives such an example on an
MPICH2 cluster, where the yellow stripes are the overlapping
re ions wit in the same machine and the red stripes are the
overlapping regions betwe n two machin s.
There is no substantial diff rence if the merging o erations
only take place within the same machine. There are two
ways to merge the subgraphs that spread across different
machines, depending on whether the merged graph can fit in
the memory of one of the machines. If it can, merging acts
in the same way as on the shared memory platforms, except
that MPI [35] is used for the inter-machine communication.
Fig. 9 illustrates such a case, where the rightmost subgraph
in the left machine is merged into the machine on the right
side. The communication overheads in this case are significant
and largely depend on the size of the subgraph being merged.
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Fig. 9: Dynamic parallel graph cuts algorithm on an MPICH2 cluster
If the merged graph cannot fit in the memory of a single
machine, the current splitting can only be “adjusted”, not
simply merged. “Adjusting” is achieved via first merging a
small portion with the overlapped region and then re-splitting
on the new boundary. Therefore only a small part rather than
the whole subgraph is merged in this case. It is worth noting
that Theorem 2 holds in all cases, such that the merged graph
is a reparameterization of the original graph with less flows.
Also, note that besides the parallel BK-algorithm, any other
distributed graph cuts algorithms could also be used here.
We use some of the big instances in [36] to evaluate our
naive converged parallel BK-algorithm on a 2 × 2 grid of an
MPICH2 cluster. The whole graph is split across the four
machines and further split into two subgraphs within each
machine. In contrast to all the above experiments, ITER has
a great impact on the performance of the naive converged
parallel BK-algorithm in this distributed setting. The LB07-
bunny-lrg dataset, which was solved in 6.3 seconds by the
parallel BK-algorithm, was solved in 6.4, 6.4 and 6.6 seconds
by the naive converged parallel BK-algorithm when ITER was
set to 25, 20 and 15, respectively. However, further reducing
ITER would dramatically increase the running time. The naive
converged parallel BK-algorithm took 25.5 seconds when
ITER = 10, whereas it took 70 seconds when ITER = 5.
The underlying reason is that network speed is much slower
than RAM speed, such that merging subgraphs across different
machines is a time-consuming operation. When ITER is
relatively small, subgraphs across different machines will be
merged. For instance, in the case of ITER = 5, merging
operation was invoked three times such that all eight sub-
graphs across four machines were merged into one graph, and
communication took more than 40 out of a total 70 seconds.
Thus the naive converged parallel BK-algorithm may pay some
higher running time cost for the guaranteed convergence under
the above simple merging and splitting strategies.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK
To remedy the non-convergence problem in the parallel
BK-algorithm, we first introduced a merging method along
with the naive converged parallel BK-algorithm that simply
merges every two neighboring subgraphs once the algorithm is
found to have difficulty converging under the current subgraph
splitting configuration. We then introduced a new pseudo-
boolean representation for graph cuts, namely the restricted
homogeneous posiforms. We further developed an invariance
analysis method for graph cuts algorithms and proved the
correctness and effectiveness of our proposed merging method.
Based on the merging method, we proposed a general paral-
lelization framework called the dynamic parallel graph cuts
algorithm, which allows the subgraph splitting configuration
to be adjusted freely during the parallelization process and has
guaranteed convergence at the same time. Extensive experi-
ments for image segmentation and semantic segmentation with
different number of computational threads demonstrated that
even under the simplest merging strategy, our proposed naive
converged parallel BK-algorithm not only has guaranteed
convergence but also has competitive computational efficiency
compared with the parallel BK-algorithm.
How to split a graph for parallel computation and how
to dynamically adjust the subgraph splitting configuration
during the parallelization process in order to further boost the
efficiency and accelerate the convergence rate are our future
research directions.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
Proof: Fig.4(b)–(d) give an example of splitting, where
the capacities of the edges in the two split subgraphs, whose
two terminals are common for the two subgraphs, are weighted
by 1/2 and all the other capacities simply come from those of
their corresponding edges in the original graph. Therefore, the
following relations hold for the coefficients of the restricted
homogeneous posiforms of the two split subgraphs G(1)1 , G
(1)
2
and the original graph G:
̂˙a1(1)i = ̂˙ai, ̂¨a1(1)i = ̂¨ai, ∀i ∈ V1\V2, (43)Ê˙a2(1)i = Ê˙ai, Ê¨a2(1)i = Ê¨ai, ∀i ∈ V2\V1, (44)
¯
˙
a1
(1)
i = ¯
˙
a2
(1)
i =
1
2
¯
˙
ai, ¯
¨
a1
(1)
i = ¯
¨
a2
(1)
i =
1
2
¯
¨
ai, ∀i ∈ V1∩V2, (45)
â1
(1)
ij = âij ,∀i or j ∈ V1 \ V2, (46)Êa2(1)ij = Êaij ,∀i or j ∈ V2 \ V1, (47)
a¯1
(1)
ij = a¯
2(1)
ij =
1
2
a¯ij , ∀i, j ∈ V1∩V2. (48)
And from the relations of the coefficients of the restricted
homogeneous posiforms and the multi-linear polynomials,
stated in (??)–(??), it is easy to verify that all the relations
listed in this theorem hold.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
Proof: All the flows are pushed through the augmenting
paths in the augmenting path maxflow algorithms. Without loss
of generality, suppose s → i1 → i2 → · · · → ik → t is such
an augmenting path in graph G with the minimal capacity of
forward arc (edge) greater than or equal to F. Therefore a flow
of F can be pushed along this augmenting path, resulting in a
residual graph G′. It is clear that graph G and residual graph
G′ only differ in these forward and backward arcs, such that
the restricted homogeneous posiforms of the two graphs can
be written as:
φGh (x) =
a
φGh (x) +
r
φGh (x), (49)
φG
′
h (x) =
a
φG
′
h (x) +
r
φG
′
h (x), (50)
where
a
φGh (x) and
a
φG
′
h (x) contain all the components cor-
responding to all the forward and backward arcs along the
augmenting path of graph G and G′ respectively.
r
φGh (x) andr
φG
′
h (x) contain all the rest components of graph G and G
′,
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such that
r
φGh (x) =
r
φG
′
h (x). Suppose that
a
φGh (x) is in the
following form:
a
φGh (x) = ai1xi1+ai1i2 x¯i1xi2+ai2i1 x¯i2xi1+· · ·+aik x¯k, (51)
where all the coefficients of the forward arcs (e.g. ai1i2 ) are
greater than or equal to F. Pushing a flow F in this augmenting
path will cause all the capacities of the forward arcs reduced
by F and all the capacities of the backward arcs increased by
F. Therefore
a
φG
′
h (x) is in the following form
a
φG
′
h (x) = (ai1 − F)xi1 + (ai1i2 − F)x¯i1xi2+
(ai2i1 + F)x¯i2xi1 + · · ·+ (aik − F)x¯k.
(52)
Therefore,
a
φGh (x)−
a
φG
′
h (x) =
F× (xi1 + x¯i1xi2 − x¯i2xi1 + · · ·+ x¯k) ,
(53)
it is easy to verify xi1 + x¯i1xi2− x¯i2xi1 + · · ·+ x¯k ≡ 1, hence
a
φGh (x)−
a
φG
′
h (x) ≡ F. (54)
Or φGh (x) = φ
G′
h (x) + F, and Proposition 2 is proved.
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3
Proof: Updating operations only modify the T-link capac-
ities of all the nodes within V1∩V2 in the following way:
¯
˙
a1
(k+1)
i = ¯
˙
a1
(k)
i +4λ(k+1)i ,∀i ∈ V1∩V2, (55)
¯
¨
a2
(k+1)
i = ¯
¨
a2
(k)
i +4λ(k+1)i ,∀i ∈ V1∩V2. (56)
And from (??) and (??), it is easy to verify that all the
conclusions in this proposition hold.
APPENDIX D
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4
Proof: From the merging operation described in section
III and Theorem 1, the following relations hold for the
coefficients of the restricted homogeneous posiforms of the
merged graph G′ and those of the two subgraphs G(k+1)1 ,
G
(k+1)
2 ̂˙a′i = ̂˙a1(k+1)i , ̂¨a′i = ̂¨a1(k+1)i , ∀i ∈ V1\V2 (57)Ê˙a′i = Ê˙a2(k+1)i , Ê¨a′i = Ê¨a2(k+1)i , ∀i ∈ V2\V1 (58)
¯
˙
a′i = ¯
˙
a1
(k+1)
i + ¯
˙
a2
(k+1)
i
¯
¨
a′i = ¯
¨
a2
(k+1)
i + ¯
¨
a1
(k+1)
i
, ∀i ∈ V1∩V2 (59)
â′ij = â
1(k+1)
ij , ∀i or j ∈ V1 \ V2 (60)Êa′ij = Êa2(k+1)ij , ∀i or j ∈ V2 \ V1 (61)
a¯′ij = a¯
1(k+1)
ij + a¯
2(k+1)
ij , ∀i, j ∈ V1∩V2 (62)
And all the four equalities in Proposition 4 can be verified by
combining the relations of the coefficients of the restricted
homogeneous posiforms and the multi-linear polynomials,
stated in (??)–(??).
APPENDIX E
AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE OF EQUIVALENT GRAPH
CUTS PROBLEMS
Here we give an illustrative example on the equivalence
of graph cuts problems. For the three graph cuts problems
defined on the graphs shown in Fig. E.1(a)-(c) respectively,
their unique restricted homogeneous posiforms, according to
Theorem 1, are
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Fig. E.1: Three equivalent graph cuts problems.
φG0h (xV) = 6x¯1 + 4x2 + 2x¯2 + x¯1x2 + 2x¯2x1 , (63)
φG1h (xV) = 5x¯1 + 3x2 + 2x¯2 + 2x¯1x2 + x¯2x1 , (64)
φG2h (xV) = 4x¯1 + 3x¯1x2 . (65)
And their corresponding multi-linear polynomials are
fG0(xV) = 8− 4x1 + 3x2 − 3x1x2 , (66)
fG1(xV) = 7− 4x1 + 3x2 − 3x1x2 , (67)
fG2(xV) = 4− 4x1 + 3x2 − 3x1x2 . (68)
Obviously,
fG0(xV) = fG1(xV) + 1 = fG2(xV) + 4. (69)
Therefore, fG0(xV) and fG1(xV) only differ by a constant
of 1, and fG0(xV) and fG2(xV) only differ by a constant of
4. Note that “1” equals the total flow pushed through the path
s → 2 → 1 → t in G0, by which the residual graph G1 is
produced, and “4” equals the sum of the total flows pushed
through the path s→ 2→ 1→ t, and those through the path
s→ 2→ t in G0, by which the residual graph G2 is produced.
Proposition 2 showed that pushing a flow F in graph G will
only reduce the multi-linear polynomial of G by a constant of
F. Here, the flow F varies by each augmenting path operation,
but it is independent of the variables of the pseudo-boolean
function representing the graph cuts problem. Hence the three
graph cuts problems are equivalent.
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